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A student from the Tishman Environment and Design Center
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“What we need is an education 
that gives us the tools and the 
space to connect our studies, 
work lives, aspirations, 
communities, and public values.”

- Garnetta Gonzalez, NSPE Student (B.A., 2014)

Overview

The New School for Public Engagement is dedicated to the integration of civic, 
liberal, and professional learning for the advancement of a just and plural 
society.  Faculty and students in the division undertake a wide range of scholarly 
and creative practices that build new knowledge, solve pressing social problems, 
produce innovative forms of culture, and generate new understandings of the 
world.  The division embodies the founding principles of The New School 
—namely the search for creative forms of education to prepare students for 
democratic citizenship—and as such provides a crucial space within the 
university for experimentation. This document explores the many ways that civic 
engagement is practiced across the New School for Public Engagement. 

We explore the different approaches of the Division’s four schools, and outline 
the distinct ways the division fosters civic engagement practice, through the 
division’s Platforms	of	Support, our Programs	&	Centers, and our initiatives 
toward Building	a	community	of	practice. We also outline individual civic 
engagement projects and courses. 
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Public Engagement Fellows in a strategy session.
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Introduction  
David Scobey, Executive Dean 

“Civic Engagement and Social Innovation at NSPE: Four Years in Review” 
documents the commitment of our division to publicly-engaged educational 
work since the launch of NSPE four years ago.  That commitment has 
sparked an extraordinary range of efforts across our schools and centers: 
grant competitions and issue labs, digital and neighborhood partnerships, 
international field programs and public humanities courses.  It has generated 
both curricular and co-curricular work: dozens of new courses in all four 
schools, dozens of public and community projects, dozens of student-led social 
innovation initiatives.  More than twenty NSPE faculty have received support 
from our Civic Engagement Grants program; and through the New Challenge 
and Faculty Collaboratory, we have helped to fund social innovation work across 
the University.  The report showcases the whole range of this work, as well as 
offering a series of reflections from participating students, staff, faculty, and 
administrators.

Notwithstanding the report’s title, the activities cataloged here are not confined 
to the last four years nor to NSPE alone.  Some of our most shining examples—
that of the Center For New York City Affairs, for instance—long predate the new 
division, while others represent interdivisional or University-wide collaborations, 
like the Social Innovation Initiative.  Yet I think that the launch of NSPE has 
amplified and deepened The New School’s tradition of engaged education.

As a result, this report is more than just a compendium of individual courses 
and projects.   In four years, we have developed a rich infrastructure of 
engagement.  That infrastructure includes centers like the Vera List Center and 
the Center For New York City Affairs; project labs like the SUS Humanities 
Action Lab (HAL), the Engage Media Lab, and the Milano Partnership Hub; 
curricular platforms like the Riggio Honors Program in Writing and Democracy 
and the International Field Program.  It supports engaged work within the 
schools and across NSPE.  The Civic Engagement and Social Innovation 
Committee has proven especially important in encouraging cross-pollination and 
interdisciplinary collaboration.  Its supervision of the Civic Engagement Grants 
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and its support for faculty development have been crucial in developing not 
simply an administrative apparatus but a community of practice around engaged 
education.

The courses, projects, platforms, and conversations documented here 
underscore the commitment and creativity of many members of the NSPE 
community. I want to offer a special note of thanks to the Board of Governors 
as a whole, and to three members of the division’s Board of Governors for so 
generously supporting our work: Judith Zarin funded the first four years of 
the Civic Engagement Grants program, Julien Studley has provided ongoing 
support for the International Field Program, Susan Halpern has supported 
the Community Schools Partnership Lab, and an anonymous boardmember 
has underwritten the prize funding for the New Challenge. Joseph Heathcott, 
Michele Kahane, and Gabrielle Bendiner-Viani have done a superb job chairing 
the Civic Engagement and Social Innovation Committee.  Gabrielle also deserves 
an additional shout-out for curating, editing, and designing this report.

I am mindful that “Civic Engagement at NSPE” may contain inadvertent 
inaccuracies; that some of its descriptions are incomplete; that we may well 
have neglected to include important contributions.  Let me offer my apologies to 
colleagues in advance for any mistakes, and my commitment to correcting them.  
Notwithstanding such errors, this review testifies to the depth and breadth of 
public work in NSPE.  It underscores the contributions our programs, schools, 
and centers make to the University’s mission of educating students to be daring, 
creative, effective change agents.  I am proud of the work documented here, and 
I am excited at the further work that it portends.
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Civic Engagement  
& Social Innovation  
Joseph Heathcott, Michele Kahane & Gabrielle Bendiner-Viani

On behalf of the Civic Engagement and Social Innovation (CESI) Committee, we 
are pleased to reflect on four years of activity under the Civic Engagement and 
Social Innovation Initiative. Executive Dean David Scobey launched this initiative 
with the formation of the committee and the commitment of staff support, grant 
funds, and student opportunities.

The purpose of the Civic Engagement and Social Innovation initiative at NSPE 
is to advance the social mission of the university by creating new knowledge 
and understanding through connection to diverse publics.  Our goal is to equip 
students with the tools necessary to think critically, to tread responsibly, and 
to work alongside communities for positive social change.  To do this, we are 
building a community of practice that brings together faculty, staff, students, and 
organizational partners into relationships of mutual benefit.  

Following the approach of John Dewey, we see active citizenship as a craft that 
one constantly works to improve—and this craft has the goal of fostering a 
dynamic, robust democracy ordered toward social justice and the common good.  
The Civic Engagement and Social Innovation initiative trains students in the 
‘practical arts of citizenship,’ equipping them with the tools necessary to analyze 
and actively grapple with major historical and contemporary issues, exposing 
them to organizations that tackle these issues everyday, and nurturing their skills 
as dynamic participants in civic life. 

To sustain these commitments, the Civic Engagement and Social Innovation 
initiative builds long-term partnerships with community organizations, agencies, 
and institutions that provide students with opportunities to learn through 
connection to the wider world.  These opportunities unfold through a variety of 
courses, internships, and special projects. Students learn a range of methods and 
approaches for engaging with communities as reflective agents of social change.  
In turn, community partners become key collaborators in the shared learning 
process.
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We have a great legacy on which to draw.  The New School has a strong tradition 
of fostering democratic debate. As an important contributor to the public life of 
New York for nearly 90 years, the New School has been deeply engaged in both 
cultural reflection and culture-making, empirical scholarship and normative 
speculation, social research and creative practice. It is the intersection of these 
theoretical and practical endeavors that defines our public engagement. 

This report explores how the New School for Public Engagement amplifies and 
articulates the university’s traditional commitments through daily acts—large 
and small, local and global—which expand the possibilities of democracy, public 
culture, and citizenship.
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Each school in The New School for Public Engagement explores engaged 
teaching and practice in very different ways, bringing different kinds of 
expertise, collaborations, disciplines, and perspectives into the Division’s goal of 
scholarship and practice in and with the public. 

The School of Undergraduate Studies
Undergraduate students have many opportunities to make connections and 
apply their skills to real-world problems. In Social Entrepreneurship, students 
explore a wide range of social problems and develop market-based solutions 
combining for-profit and not-for-profit initiatives. Students choose a business 
model and use it to address a social issue they care about and analyze prospects 
for success, develop funding models, and strategies for impact assessment.

Courses integrating the humanities and civic engagement are being developed 
through the Humanities in Public/Practice project. Called Public Humanities courses, 
they enable undergraduate students to take part in difficult dialogues on a range 
of topics. Recent courses include Documentary and the Ethics of Representation, 
Philosophy and Moral Imagination: Literature, Film, and Photography and Public/Art, 
a partnership with the New York Council on the Humanities. 

The Creative Arts and Health certificate program offers Transforming 
Community Through the Arts, a class in which students work with a community 
to develop solutions to problems using theater, music, art installations, 
multimedia events, and other art forms. Each student builds a relationship 
with a community, develops an understanding of the challenges they face, and 
collaborates with the community on art-based solutions.

Students in the Environmental Studies program do research, independent 
projects, and group work in the community, contributing to local environmental 
preservation efforts while learning through fieldwork. In the Urban Ecosystems 
course, students gain critical skills in the field as they check aquatic traps and 
record data at the Hudson River. Their data is given to the River Project for use 
in its long-term biodiversity study.

One division, four schools, 
many approaches 
School of Undergraduate Studies
Milano School of International Affairs, Management & Urban Policy 
School of Media Studies
School of Writing
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Students in the Master’s in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages 
(MATESOL) program bring their skills into the community by teaching English 
in two outreach programs. The programs are designed to support English 
language learners who might not otherwise be able to afford classes and allow 
students to gain experience as teachers and develop an understanding of the 
challenges learners face. One program provides free classes on campus; the 
other is offered to English learners on-site at their workplaces, a model that has 
been implemented in restaurants. The program is made possible by partnerships 
between the MATESOL program and restaurant owners who want to provide 
their workers with opportunities for professional development and language 
acquisition. The on-site ESL program was recently featured on CNN and NY1.

The Milano School of International Affairs, Management & Urban Policy
Milano students take part in a number of projects in the community. With 
nonprofit, management, sustainability, and international affairs scholarship as 
their tools, Milano students are well positioned to integrate civically engaged 
learning into their education. Students in the Environmental Policy and 
Sustainability Management program find many opportunities for volunteering 
and innovating in the course Sustainable Urban Communities. Students in 
this class have participated in projects like the Solar Decathlon—a national 
competition in which teams build sustainable houses—and worked with a 
growing number of partners, including Habitat for Humanity and the DC 
Department of Housing and Community Development. Partnering with the 
GrowNYC/Greenmarket, students and faculty in the Environmental Policy and 
Sustainability Management program offer sustainability classes to the public in 
the Union Square Greenmarket.

Students in the Urban Policy Analysis and Management program deliver policy 
and analytic advice to public and nonprofit clients to help advance their policy 
objectives. In the Urban Policy Lab, students work in teams conducting analysis 
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addressing a policy issue for a partnering public or nonprofit organization. 
Students in the class also apply skills they have learned in real-world situations 
by collaborating with partner organizations. These projects enable students to 
hone their research and policy analysis skills and gain issue-specific knowledge.

Milano students interested in public education can enroll in the Community-
School Partnership Lab, which combines a semester of public education policy 
and management training with a year of fieldwork supporting a public school 
in Harlem. Students collaborate with Milano faculty, the Center for New York 
City Affairs, local school leaders, and community groups to develop lasting 
partnerships between an elementary school and community-based organizations. 
Students expand and apply their knowledge of urban education reform and 
management, participatory research, and the public school’s role in community 
outreach and parent engagement.

Students in the graduate program in International Affairs combine theory, 
research, analysis, and practice in the pursuit of social and economic justice. 
Critical thinking and practical social engagement are intertwined in the 
International Affairs curriculum in courses like the Practicum in International 
Affairs and programs such as the International Field Program. Participating 
students work on a wide array of projects including hands-on community 
development activities, support for post-conflict state-building, and long-term 
monitoring and evaluation of problems and proposed solutions.

The School of Media Studies
Students in the Media Studies program can take a course called Projects in 
Advocacy Media, in which they collaborate with a nonprofit, special interest 
group, or community group on a media project to raise awareness about a 
social issue. The project may be designed to educate, raise funds, or serve as 
a call to action. In the School of Media Studies, media are studied as tools 
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for bringing about change. In Photography and Social Change, students 
investigate photography and its history of effecting social change. Students in 
the Documentary as Social Practice and Art as Social Practice classes explore the 
use of documentary film and art in developing new forms of social practice and 
promoting change.

In Urban Media Archaeology, media are examined through an archaeological lens. 
Students examine urban media networks and infrastructure and the way they have 
evolved over time, conducting research on their own and in partnership with local 
libraries and archives. The results of their research are displayed in an open-source 
mapping platform, developed with the help of Parsons programmers.

The School of Writing
The role of the writer as social critic, activist, and engaged citizen is integral to 
the community and curriculum of the School of Writing. Founded in Greenwich 
Village in 1931, the School of Writing at the New School continues to promote, 
engender, and shape innovative literature. As the site of the first writing 
workshop at a university in the United States, The New School invented a radical 
new model, one in which the power structures of the classroom shifted. In the 
workshop, the instructor’s voice is one of many. New School workshops and 
literature seminars serve as models for civil discourse, disputation, and critical 
exchange. The New School has attracted many politically engaged writers as 
teachers and students, including Amiri Baraka, James Baldwin, and Grace Paley. 

From this history of a place that cultivates the citizen artist, the School of 
Writing continues the mission of democratizing writing. Tens of thousands 
of community members—New Yorkers and those around the world that the 
online program reaches—have taken workshops in poetry, fiction, nonfiction, 
journalism, writing for children, and dramatic writing. The many dozens 
of events programmed each year are designed to bring degree students, 
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professionals, and community members into the larger cultural and literary 
conversation. 

Current and recent civically engaged projects in the School of Writing include: 
• Poetry workshops in the waiting room of the Bronx probation office—faculty 

member Dave Johnson works with New School students and graduates, 
bringing them in to lead writing workshops for probation clients. Students 
also help edit work for a magazine, Free Verse, devoted to the work coming 
out of this project. This class and publication were funded through the 
support of New York City Department of Design and Construction.  

• Students in the Riggio Honors Program: Writing and Democracy invite 
members of the community to participate in their monthly showcase to 
explore the relationship between writing and democracy.  

• Workshops at the Lower East Side Girls Club and Center for Community, led 
by faculty member Hettie Jones.  

• ASHLAB is a long-term multidisciplinary project in which the poet John 
Ashbery’s house in Hudson, New York, is digitally mapped. In a series of 
courses, students annotate, inventory, and anthologize Ashbery’s work, 
library, art collection, and living space. The project enables students to take 
part in documenting living literary history.   

• The Feminist Writers Organization (FWO) promotes diverse feminist 
perspectives and approaches writing as a transformative activity with 
revolutionary consequences. The organization was founded by MFA in 
Creative Writing students and advised by staff sponsor Lori Lynn Turner.
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Student finalists from the New Challenge competition
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Platforms of 
Support

NSPE is home to a range of cross-cutting 
platforms, infrastructures and labs that 
help foster new civic engagement work 
at NSPE and across the university.  

Civic Engagement Fund
Engage Media Lab
Humanities Action Lab
New Challenge 
Riggio Honors Program
Social Innovation Initiative 
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Platforms of Support 

Civic Engagement Grant Fund
Each year for the past four, the Civic Engagement Grant Fund, generously 
funded by Board of Governors member Judith Zarin, has awarded grants 
to faculty whose projects enrich the New School community through civic 
engagement and public programs. These grants have provided funding for 19 
projects (listed at right) which have cut across disciplines, pedagogies, and media 
forms, in order to support valuable community partnerships and public projects 
and build a community of practice around civic engagement in the division. This 
effort involves faculty, staff, and students in long-term commitments to public 
scholarship and creative work, in which community partners are co-learners 
and co-educators. It also involves the development of new pathways of learning 
that weave civic engagement into curricula. In order to broaden the community 
of practice, grant winners enter into an ongoing dialogue with faculty, staff, 
and students in the division through organized events, reportage, and analysis. 
This dialogue enables the division to evaluate practices and to learn from the 
successes and challenges the awardees encounter in the implementation of 
their projects. Successful proposals have come from every school in the division, 
involving full time and part time faculty as well as undergraduate and graduate 
students.  Projects engaged partners across a range of scales, from grand 
institutions like the New York Public Library, to august but small groups like the 
Millennium Film Workshop, to communities affected by Hurricane Sandy.  
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2011

Urban Ecology Field Experience with 
New York City Department of Parks & 
Recreation and New York Restoration 
Project
P. Timon McPhearson, Environmental 
Studies, School of Undergraduate 
Studies, TIPS

Partnerships for Change : Engaging NYC 
Families and Youth Experiencing Poverty
Erica Kohl-Arenas, Milano School of 
International Affairs, Management, and 
Urban Policy

Engaging, Examining and Overcoming 
Urban Homelessness
Jurgen von Mahs, Urban Studies School 
of Undergraduate Studies, TIPS

Mapping the Logic of Human Trafficking: 
Nodes of Conflict and Complicity
L.H.M. (“Lily”) Ling, Milano School of 
International Affairs, Management, and 
Urban Policy

2012

The Millennium Film Workshop: Reviving 
a Long-Time Partnership
Melissa Friedling, School of Media 
Studies

Shared Words, Shared Worlds: English 
as a Second Language Classes in NYC 
Restaurants 
Lesley Painter-Farrell, Languages, 
School of Undergraduate Studies

Democratizing the Archive: Building 
Networked Finding Aids with Community 
Partners
Claire Potter, Julia Foulkes, Shannon 
Mattern, Laura Aurricchio, Ricardo Montez
School of Undergraduate Studies & 
School of Media Studies

Cancer Treatment Refusal in Medically 
Underserved Communities
Lisa Rubin, School of Undergraduate 
Studies

Real World Politics: Learning Campaign 
Management On the Job
Jeff Smith, Milano School of International 
Affairs, Management, and Urban Policy

The Co-Existence Initiative
Warren Spielberg, School of 
Undergraduate Studies
  
Teaching the World about Learned 
Women:  The Project Continua 
Pedagogical Initiative
Gina Walker, School of Undergraduate 
Studies

2013

Building Public Scholarship on Urban 
Agriculture, Food Policy, and Social Justice
Nevin Cohen, Environmental Studies 
School of Undergraduate Studies, TIPS

Social Justice in the African Diaspora: 
Digital Media Making, Leadership 
Development and Community
Robin J. Hayes, Milano School of 
International Affairs, Management, and 
Urban Policy

GIRLS + WORDS = WORLDS
Hettie Jones, School of Writing

Engage Media Lab: A hub for participatory 
media learning & creative practice in NYC
Nitin Sawhney, School of Media Studies
Peter Lucas, Milano School of International 
Affairs, Management, and Urban Policy

Postcards Post-Sandy
Kathleen Sweeney, School of Media Studies

2014

Participatory Media Engagement and 
Learning with Arab-American Youth in 
Brooklyn
Melissa Friedling, School of Media Studies

Immigration Lab
John Rudolph & Andrew White, 
Center for New York City Affairs

Revizor : Expressions of crisis in 
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Amir Husak, School of Media Studies

Turning Vacant Acres into 
Community Resources
P. Timon McPhearson, Environmental 
Studies, School of Undergraduate 
Studies, TIPS

Projects supported by the 
Civic Engagement Fund 2011 - 2014

Platforms of support
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Over the past four years, selecting among the many proposals to the Civic 
Engagement Grant Fund has proved challenging. Basic criteria included 
feasibility of the project, detailed and appropriate budget, involvement of 
students, and connection to communities and publics. Beyond these criteria 
were two key considerations: first, the nature and extent of participation by 
community partners; and second, the potential longevity of the project--how 
would it live a life beyond the grant period through courses, curriculum, or long-
term partnerships. Each year, a jury of past grantees considered these questions, 
and as a result, the funded projects have created new and exciting opportunities 
for students to engage the world beyond the university. Overseen by faculty 
members, students gained valuable experience working with communities in 
ethical, supportive, and reflective ways.  At their best, these projects enabled 
students to merge critical intellectual questions with the acquisition of 
professional and vocational skills.

Reflection : 
Joseph Heathcott on providing support for 
civic engagement work

Student work from the Postcards Post-Sandy project, funded by a Civic Engagement Grant
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Engage Media Lab
The Engage Media Lab (EML) has been established in the School of Media 
Studies to foster civic engagement through media that empowers the voices 
of youth, citizens and marginalized communities. It seeks to support creative 
media narratives that inspire critical inquiry into the socio-political issues of the 
city and cultivates critical media practitioners around the globe. EML is designed 
to engage students, faculty and our partners as critical media educators/
practitioners, youth to gain tools for creative media expression, and communities 
to engage in media advocacy through hands-on programs and collaborative 
projects. EML builds on the legacy of innovative work emerging from The Video 
Lab project that preceded it. While the initiative is firmly anchored and nurtured 
within the School of Media Studies, it aspires to become a more inclusive hub 
at The New School and in New York City for design, research and civic action 
through participatory media innovations to foster socially engaged media 
practices globally. This year EML has developed a unique partnership with the 
Arab American Family Support Center (AAFSC), a nonprofit organization head-
quartered in Brooklyn, to devise a year-long program of participatory media 
engagement and learning with immigrant youth originally from Yemen. EML 
is also establishing a summer-intensive program called “Film, Art, Change:  
Making Film to Make a Difference”, that offers a new opportunity for pre-college 
students interested in learning about filmmaking craft and engaging media for 
social change. EML co-sponsors and organizes many public programs during the 
year including the International Conference on Interaction Design and Children 
(IDC 2013), the Indigenous New Media Symposium and the Learn, Do, Share 
symposium with a focus on Youth DIY Urbanism this year. The faculty advisers 
for the EML are Nitin Sawhney and Melissa Freidling from the School of Media 
Studies and Peter Lucas from the International Affairs program at Milano. 
www.EngageMediaLab.org

Platforms of support
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When I came to The New School, I was experienced in the world of  practice but 
the classroom was new territory for me. As I began teaching social innovation (my 
field of expertise) I felt constrained by: time (semesters), structures (divisions and 
programs), divergent goals of different constituencies (educational versus social 
impact), and incentives that privilege individual advancement. I set out to find 
collaborators who wanted to address some of these issues. With these collaborators, 
we created the university-wide Social Innovation Initiative, which has sought 
to expand opportunities for students and faculty to engage cross-divisionally in 
interdisciplinary learning, research and practice that contribute to real world 
problem-solving. Over the past few years we have built several unique platforms 
which are testing new models of socially engaged education, including the New 
Challenge (pictured above) and the Collaboratory. We have now been designated 
one of the now twenty-four Ashoka U Changemaker Campuses, signifying The New 
School’s leadership in social innovation and social entrepreneurship education.

New Challenge Award Winners (2012 - 2013)

Reflection :  
Michele Kahane on creating platforms for 
social innovation
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Humanities Action Lab
The Humanities Action Lab is a global center for innovation in how the 
humanities and design can open new public engagement in pressing social 
issues. The Lab serves as a hub for courses and initiatives from a variety 
of disciplines across the university, and for a consortium of over a dozen 
universities around the country and around the world.  The Lab provides unique 
practice-based experiences for students, faculty, and community partners 
to explore, experiment, and invent new ways to bring the best of design and 
humanities scholarship to bear on critical social questions.  Collaborating with 
outside organizations, courses combine disciplines to produce public humanities 
projects -- from archiving to events to exhibitions -- that make important 
interventions in public dialogue and engagement on issues from Hurricane 
Sandy to LGBT rights.  The Lab’s international collaboration is anchored in a 
collective, student- and community-led public humanities initiative around a 
pressing issue that changes every three years, such as incarceration, citizenship, 
or environmental justice.  Students across the university and across the 
consortium create different components, each an experiment in humanities 
and design for civic engagement, including a  digital platform, traveling 
exhibit, public programs and interactive technologies experimenting with new 
approaches to public engagement, new archival collections, and new scholarship.

New Challenge  
New Challenge is an annual ideas competition for students at The New School 
who are committed to working on social and environmental challenges on 
a local or global scale in innovative ways. Building on The New School’s 
commitment to learning through action, New Challenge helps students develop 
as changemakers and to lead real change in the world.  As a campus-wide 
platform it also strengthens community across the university, enriching learning 
and opportunities for creative collaborations. Reflecting The New School’s 

Platforms of support
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A teacher is someone who is able to focus the mind of the student on one 
object, and that kind of concentration yields immediate results. Understanding 
comes bit by bit, and it helps when there is a classroom of students tasked 
with providing whatever information they have available. We all have different 
associations and knowledge about words, syntax, and allusions. We notice and 
can analyze patterns in different ways, and from our experiences we bring with 
us knowledge about vastly disparate subjects. If all contributions are valued, 
students of different abilities, backgrounds, and interests can participate equally. 
And in a classroom characterized by openness and attention, this shared 
knowledge inevitably leads to a deeper understanding of a text for everyone in 
the room. It turns out that a democratic approach is one of the keys to effective 
teaching and learning.   

Reflection :  
Luis Jaramillo on teaching and democracy

New School students at the Association of Writers and Writing Programs Conference
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diverse and creative community, New Challenge encourages students to submit 
entries of all types, including ideas for new products or services, social ventures, 
policy-oriented initiatives, performance projects, documentary films, technology 
apps, game design,  etc. New Challenge supported projects have spanned a 
wide range of issues, including prison reform, food justice, gentrification, 
eco-transportation, domestic violence, education, and infectious diseases.  
New Challenge projects so far have been implemented in various locations 
including, for example, the South Bronx and Williamsburg in NYC as well as 
eastern Europe, Liberia, Cambodia, and Colombia. All students who apply to 
New Challenge have an opportunity to receive awards of up to $10,000 and can 
participate in diverse workshops.  Winners also receive ongoing mentoring from 
faculty and alumni. The New Challenge is generously funded by an anonymous 
member of The New School Board of Governors. 
newchallenge.newschool.edu

Riggio Honors Program : Writing and Democracy
The Riggio Writing & Democracy Program at the New School is an ambitious 
initiative to reinvent undergraduate education. Through an investigation of 
language and democratic expression and with an emphasis on close reading 
and intensive writing, students develop the ability read closely across cultural, 
political, social, and artistic experiences. The Writing & Democracy Program 
suggests that the critical skills advanced by the close reading of literature—and 
notably “difficult” literature — are precisely the skills required for informed, 
engaged citizenship and a proficiency with new technologies. 

The Riggio program fosters a community of writers through regular student 
readings and other peer-group activities, including an award-winning literary 
magazine, 12th Street, edited and published by Writing & Democracy honors 

Platforms of support
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students. The work of students and faculty is featured on the writing & 
democracy documentary website. Graduates of the Riggio program go on to 
graduate school and/or careers in writing, journalism, politics, human rights 
organizations, teaching, publishing (print and online), entertainment media, 
international affairs, cultural studies, and media.

Social Innovation Initiative 
Successful social innovation involves helping individuals, organizations, 
and communities develop the ability to devise effective, just, and sustainable 
solutions to social and environmental problems. The Social Innovation Initiative 
(SII) is an academic partnership designed to provide New School students in all 
divisions with the skills necessary to act as versatile change leaders in a variety of 
careers and in diverse sectors of society. This community of faculty and students 
engages in curricular and extracurricular educational experiences that address 
a range of contemporary social and environmental challenges, developing 
a foundation of understanding about social innovation, a body of applied 
research, creative and professional practice, and original methods of experiential 
teaching and learning. The cross-divisional Steering Committee for the SII has 
included Michele Kahane, Cynthia Lawson, Natalia Mehlman Petrzela, Judy 
Pryor-Ramirez, Mary Watson, and Tony Whitfield, and many other faculty 
have collaborated in diverse and important ways in SII projects. The initiative 
is supported by The New School for Public Engagement, Eugene Lang College, 
and Parsons and was inspired by an 2009 invitation from Ashoka U to The New 
School to join its Changemaker Campus Initiative.
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Platforms of support

A Riggio student posing a question in a public forum
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Faculty member Timon McPhearson works on the Million Trees Project
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Programs 
& Centers

The programs and centers of NSPE 
foster civic engagement through a 
variety of projects, events, and a 
long-term commitment to local and 
international concerns.

Center for New York City Affairs
International Field Program
Observatory on Latin America
Tishman Environment & Design Center
Urban Policy Lab
Vera List Center for Art & Politics
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Programs & Centers 

Center for New York City Affairs
The Center for New York City Affairs is an applied policy research institute 
at The New School. It is staffed by professional researchers and analysts and 
supported by graduate students. The center’s mission is to drive innovation in 
urban social policy in order to strengthen low-income and working class families 
in the neighborhoods of New York City. Our research and analysis illuminate the 
impact of public policy on the lives of ordinary people and develop ground-level 
solutions for schools, government and communities. Our journalism shapes the 
public’s understanding of critical issues and of the systems that shape New York. 
Current projects include Insideschools.org, Child Welfare Watch, Feet in Two 
Worlds, and research studies on early education, community schools, and the 
development of collective capacity in New York City neighborhoods.
www.newschool.edu/milano/nycaffairs

International Field Program
Since its inception in 2002, the International Field Program (IFP) has provided a 
platform for emerging practitioners and researchers to gain hands-on experience in 
the field while following a rigorous course of study. The IFP combines pre-departure 
preparation, in-country seminars, professional internships, and independent 
research with faculty supervision. More than 850 students have participated in the 
IFP in over 30 countries in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and Europe. Students work 
and conduct research with Community-Based Organizations, NGOs, International 
Organizations, government and local agencies. The IFP provides students with a 
critical context for understanding global issues as well as an opportunity to develop 
foundational tools for working in diverse communities, conducting research, 
analyzing policies, and implementing projects in developing countries. Our 
long term partnerships with organizations in the various country sites guarantee 
continuity of engagement in project implementation and a sustainable contribution 
to existing research body of knowledge.
www.ifp.milanoschool.org
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Observatory on Latin America (OLA)
The OLA seeks to support and disseminate the development and articulation of 
new models of political, social, and economic development in Latin America and 
to facilitate their communication and dissemination in the United States and 
across the region. Its main objectives are to:

• Improve academic and public understanding of Latin America by observing 
and studying processes of political and economic change in the region.

• Foster a public dialogue between and within the United States and Latin 
America about the challenges of building social democracy in a globalized world.

• Collaborate with Latin American institutions to further these objectives 
across the hemisphere by linking and mobilizing ideas and institutions.

The OLA focuses on four programs: Latin America on the Move, President 
Néstor Kirchner Fellowship, Design & Development, and Building Latin 
American Bicentennials. The most recent Cuba Program reflects a twofold 
intention to broaden the geographical scope of the OLA’s activities, and deepen 
the understanding of socio-political changes and social democracy building.   
www.observatorylatinamerica.org

Tishman Environment and Design Center
Learning about and engaging with the environment involves the integration 
of many disciplines and combines the classroom experience with work in the 
field, fusing theory and practice. The Tishman Environment and Design Center 
is a place for students and faculty from all divisions and schools to gather, 
interact, and explore shared experiences. It facilitates research, curriculum 
development, internships, and fieldwork opportunities. It stimulates critical 
thinking and builds relationships through lectures, public programs, workshops, 
and conferences. It is a center of creative work that allows students and faculty 
to explore the curriculum, share and interact on projects, and research and work 
with the community at large to explore opportunities for collaboration.

Programs & Centers
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I joined The New School bringing over 20 years of both academic and nonprofit 
experience to bear on the task of training students in the arts of the social change 
practitioner.  Through the Colombian International Field Program (IFP) and 
the Practicum in International Affairs (PIA) process I have combined practice 
based learning with medium to long term projects.  In collaboration with a 
partner university (UAM) we have created projects where we work with mayors 
in three small, rural municipalities on projects relating to community building 
and economic development, this is a post-conflict setting.  During IFP teams of 
NS and UAM students work together.  During the academic year NS students 
conduct PIAs and UAM students complete their Paz y Competitividad program.  
By December 2015 we will have helped establish community programs and 
provided local leaders with reams of in-depth policy and program analysis.  I 
feel that I have been able to combine my academic and social commitments 
effectively, which is very fulfilling.  

Reflection : 
Chris London on building long-term partnerships 
through the IFP in Colombia

Chris London and students at work in Colombia
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Urban Policy Lab
For more than 40 years, graduate students in Milano’s Urban Policy Analysis 
and Management program have advised elected officials, government agencies, 
and nonprofit organizations on pressing policy and management problems 
in the Urban Policy Lab. Formerly known as Laboratory in Issue Analysis, 
the Lab is an intensive, six-credit course required of all students in the Urban 
Policy program. Teams of 4 to 5 students, each supervised by a faculty member, 
address a policy or management problem for a client in government or the 
nonprofit sector. Each project culminates in a live briefing in which the students 
present their findings and recommendations to the client, and in a subsequent 
report. Students work on two client projects in the Lab, in the first and second 
half of the spring semester. The Lab assists 16 to 20 or more clients each year. 
www.newschool.edu/public-engagement/ms-urban-policy-analysis-management-
urban-policy-lab/

Vera List Center for Art & Politics
Founded in 1992 and named in honor of the late philanthropist, the Vera List 
Center for Art and Politics at The New School is dedicated to serving as a catalyst 
for the discourse on the role of the arts in society and their relationship to the 
sociopolitical climate in which they are created. It seeks to achieve this goal by 
organizing public programs that respond to the pressing social and political 
issues of our time as they are articulated by the academic community and by 
visual and performing artists. The center strives to further the university’s 
educational mission by bringing together scholars and students, the people of 
New York, and national and international audiences in an exploration of new 
possibilities for civic engagement. 
www.veralistcenter.org

Programs & Centers
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Faculty members Hettie Jones and Robin Hayes at a Civic Engagement Conversation
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NSPE has been actively working to 
build a community of practice around 
civic engagement work. 

CESI committee
Civic Engagement Conversations
The Collaboratory
Engaging with national consortia
Working with People 

Building a 
community of 
practice
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Civic Engagement and Social Innovation Committee
The Civic Engagement and Social Innovation Committee (CESI) at NSPE 
supports the work of building long-term collaborations between faculty, students 
and partner organizations, with the goal of promoting active citizenship in an 
interdependent world. Considering community partners as co-learners and co-
educators in the ongoing process of social change, the committee seeks to find 
ways that faculty, students and partner organizations may more easily collaborate 
through models involving partnership courses, student internships, hands-
on experience. These models often involve creating access to resources and 
expertise, as well as providing valuable insights into the work of civil society. The 
committee informs strategy and policy to support faculty, students and partners, 
and toward the recognition of the role of public practice, scholarship and 
civically-engaged teaching and learning.  The committee has included Gabrielle 
Bendiner-Viani, Melissa Friedling, Robin Hayes, Joseph Heathcott, Michele 
Kahane, Christopher London, Richard McGahey, Timon McPhearson, Ricardo 
Montez, Gustav Peebles, Nitin Sawhney, Jürgen von Mahs, Andrew White, and 
Tiphanie Yanique. Aradhana Hines has been the committee’s exemplary RA. 

Civic Engagement Conversations
For the past two years, the Civic Engagement Conversations have contributed 
to our ‘practice wisdom’ in the division. In this series of monthly workshops, 
faculty shared their experiences, reflecting on the highs and lows, false starts 
and rocky paths that characterize work with community partners and multiple 
publics. Many of these conversations featured the work of faculty members 
who received Civic Engagement Award grants, but long-term projects, labs and 
Centers at NSPE have also been featured, in an effort to introduce their work to 
faculty members who might not otherwise be aware of this work. The touchstone 
of these conversations has been a strategy of pairing projects and faculty based 
on the possibility for exchange, rather than on similarity of theme, discipline or 

Building a Community 
of Practice
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topic. This has enabled some exciting conversations to emerge that cut across 
usually established boundaries, such as the divisions between locally-based New 
York City work and work that happens internationally. Making space for these 
kinds of conversations, and these kinds of introductions between presenters who 
had often never met before, is a crucial part of bringing the division together for 
discussions of difference in approach, possibilities for shared learning, and the 
opportunity for future collaboration. 

The Collaboratory
With a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation, the Provost’s Office and the 
Social Innovation Initiative established the Collaboratory in June 2013. Over 
a two year period, the Collaboratory will investigate how The New School 
can enhance its capacity to foster meaningful, efficacious and lasting public 
engagements with communities and external partners focused on critical urban 
challenges in NYC. Through cross-cutting analysis of a set of case studies we will 
identify challenges and best practices from the perspectives of all stakeholders, 
including communities, institutional partners, students and faculty.  The 
Collaboratory will also foster peer-learning within a Community of Practice of 
faculty, students and external partners. The outcome of the research will be 
prototyped and field-tested solutions that will help enhance The New School’s 
capacity to engage in projects that involve deep, sustained and interdisciplinary 
engagement with communities and external partners.

Engaging with national consortia : Imagining America & Ashoka-U
The past ten or fifteen years have witnessed a quickening of civic engagement 
and social innovation across American higher education.  Colleges and 
universities have come together in a variety of consortia to support engaged 

Community of practice
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As a person who does creative work with many publics, I’ve often found that 
some of our most-used words are the least understood, and that in those spaces 
where we think we agree, the most interesting differences, as well as possibilities 
for dialogue, arise. Creating the “Working with People” (WWP) project with 
my collaborator Shana Agid has been an exercise in learning the potency of 
words and their negotiation as the basis for action. We think it’s a success 
when the conversations in our workshops interrogating the core ideas behind 
“civic engagement” leave faculty or student participants with more, and more 
productive, questions about their work than they had coming in. This week, I 
was truly taught the potency of asking the simple question of defining a complex 
word when one of the high school students in our Ship’s First Shape project, 
which uses our WWP approach,  defined community as something that “allows 
happiness in a time of struggle.”

Reflection : 
Gabrielle Bendiner-Viani on critical  
pedagogy and “Working with People” 

WHEELS high school students and New School students define what community means
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education, develop best practices, and learn from each other.  It is not surprising 
that The New School has been central to this movement-building.  NSPE has 
been especially active in two consortia. Imagining America: Artists and Scholars 
in Public Life brings together more than a hundred academic institutions 
dedicated to public engagement in the arts, humanities, and design. Ashoka-U 
is a consortium centered on social innovation and social entrepreneurship; it has 
designated The New School as a “changemaker campus,” and Michelle Kahane 
has played a leadership role in the consortium.

Working with People
Working with People, as a curriculum, web-resource, and way of thinking, poses 
the question of how we can do project-based and partnered work in ways that 
responsibly engage differences in people’s experiences and access to resources, 
to the rights to produce and claim knowledge, to capacities to make things, 
systems, and futures, and how we can do this in a way that moves the work 
forward. The interdisciplinary, cross-divisional initiative was started by Gabrielle 
Bendiner-Viani and Shana Agid, and we take a keywords approach, examining 12 
critical words, including “collaboration” and “community”, as well as words like 
“power” and “representation.” Using a range of interdisciplinary “texts” (of all 
media) grouped by keyword as well as a growing series of short video interviews 
in which people describe or define words in relationship to their own work or 
fields, we teach workshops for many programs across the division, including 
the New Challenge and the International Field Program. The aim of these 
workshops is to create productive conversations across the varied meanings 
offered for these words, and to invite a critical (and generative) approach to 
thinking about the relevant contexts and meanings we, and other people, bring 
to the work we do, in an effort to better understand working with people. 
www.working-with-people.org

Community of practice
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A student from the Engage Media Lab conducting an interview in Guatemala
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Projects

Faculty from across the division lead 
civic engagement projects at NSPE. 
These projects are richly varied and 
span many disciplines and themes. 

The following are illustrative of the work 
in the division. 



School of 
Undergraduate 
Studies

Arts	for	Survival	Tool	Kit
Louise Montello, Anezka Sebek
This project is developing a multi-
modal arts/therapy tool kit to help 
survivors of human trafficking in 
the New York City area to heal. 
Students and faculty work with the 
Polaris staff to research, conduct 
needs assessments with Polaris 
clients, and use mask-making, 
Augusto Boal’s forum theater, 
performance and web/video 
documentation to creatively explore 
clients’ life stories and facilitate 
their personal transformation. 

Arts	&	Social	Engagement	Initiative
Louise Montello

Building	Public	Scholarship	on	Urban	
Agriculture,	Food	Policy	&	Social	Justice
Nevin Cohen
This project expands the reach of 
research on urban agriculture and 
social justice in New York City, and 
strengthens university-community 
dialogue on food, environment, 
urban policy, social justice, and 
public scholarship. It includes data 
analysis and the development of a 
website and public forum for urban 
agriculture practitioners, funders, 
policymakers, food system and 
policy scholars, and current and 
prospective New School students.

Cancer	Treatment	Refusal	
in	Medically	Underserved	
Communities
Lisa Rubin
This project examines the refusal 
of cancer treatment in low-income 
communities through partnership 

with the Ralph Lauren Center 
for Cancer Care and Prevention. 
With the long-term goal of 
improving care, the project also 
provides training opportunities 
for undergraduate and graduate 
students interested in public health 
and health care disparities. Faculty 
participants develop a curriculum 
pathway in community psychology 
and a set of practices around social 
justice in health-care.

The	Co-Existence	Initiative
Warren Spielberg
The Co-existence Initiative is a three 
fold project.  First, its goal is to 
develop a curriculum of co-existence 
studies that could be offered at 
the New School.  The project also 
seeks to build a collaboration with 
Al Quds University on the West 
Bank in the fields of conflict studies, 
psychology and international 
relations.   Finally, the  Initiative 
has sponsored and developed a 
number of Public programs at the 
University in the areas of conflict 
transformation and co-existence.

Democratizing	the	Archives:	
Building	Networked	Finding	Aids	
with	Community	Partners
Claire Potter, Julia Foulkes, 
Shannon Mattern, Laura Aurricchio, 
Ricardo Montez
This project is an ongoing 
partnership between NSPE, New 
York City archives and selected 
nonprofit websites focused on 
creating imaginative, accessible 
content and teaching students to use 
critical perspectives on archives in 

their own work. Students in NSPE 
courses research, write, produce and 
publish projects based on primary 
documents, democratizing access to 
these sources by “mapping” paths 
through and across collections 
and publishing them on digital 
platforms. 

Engaging,	Examining	and	
Overcoming	Urban	Homelessness
Jurgen von Mahs
This project introduces students to 
the problem of urban homelessness 
through classroom reflections 
and field experiences. Students 
experience the difficulties 
progressive service providers face, 
the barriers clients encounter, and 
the diversity of needs. Through a 
placement in an advocacy or service 
organization (incl. the Coalition for 
the Homeless, Women in Need, 
and Picture the Homeless), students 
take on jobs including outreach, 
shelter assistance, campaigning, 
and organizing events.

Humanities	in	Public	/	Practice	
Laura Auricchio, Timothy Quigley, 
Julia Foulkes, Joseph Heathcott, 
Gabrielle Bendiner-Viani
This project is an effort to 
triangulate public humanities, 
civic engagement, and adult “non-
traditional” student learning to 
emphasize the humanities as a 
key arena for civic, vocational, 
and cognitive development. The 
project comprises a group of faculty 
members who incorporate civic 
dialogue into their undergrad 
classes around various themes to 
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Democratizing the Archives has produced exciting new approaches to teaching 
history at The New School for Public Engagement by putting archives at the 
center of a critical humanities practice.  One great victory has been persuading 
our students that the cities wonderful libraries belong to them. Our partnership 
with the New York Public Library brought three different classes to the 
Manuscripts and Special Collections room in the spring of 2014, creating a 
partnership with Thomas Lannon, the Associate Archivist.  Other students have 
explored the history of The New School through the University Archives. Best 
of all, students have subsequently become involved in the work of curatorial 
projects, including ACTUP.org, Visual AIDS, Outhistory.org and the Berkshire 
Conference of Women Historians. Students not only contribute to the work of 
non-profit organizations, but also have opened up new vistas for themselves in 
understanding how a humanities education translates into exciting public work.

Reflection : 
Claire Potter on Democratizing the Archives

Projects

Excerpt from one of the project’s e-books, which explored the Frank Ward papers at the NYPL
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help students take part in “difficult 
dialogues” around a range of 
campus or community-based issues.

Million	Trees	Project
Timon McPhearson
Students and faculty from The 
New School, park managers from 
NYC Parks, and field coordinators 
from the USFS and NYRP conduct 
community-based ecological 
research on the community and 
ecosystem functioning of urban 
parks in NYC.  This research and 
community-based learning directly 
supports the research arm of the 
MillionTreesNYC tree-planting 
program by collecting data towards 
this collaborative research program.  

Refugee	tutoring	with	International	
Rescue	Committee	
Jonathan Bach and Nada Ali
Students serve as tutors in the 
IRC’s Youth Program for 3 hours 
per week throughout the semester. 
Students  have options regarding 
their volunteer sites (boroughs, 
ages and ethnicities of the children 
to be tutored). In this capacity they 
see the inner-workings of programs 
designed to aid refugee youth’s 
adjustment to their new environment 
and to succeed academically. This 
project is linked to the course 
Refugee Youth Experiences.

Shared	Words,	Shared	Worlds:	
English	as	a	Second	Language	
Classes	in	NYC	Restaurants
Lesley Painter-Farrell
The aim of Shared Words, Shared 
worlds is to provide an under 

served population in the City 
(immigrants) an essential skill: 
the ability to speak English. This 
skill provides immigrants with a 
currency to secure employment and 
participate as fully as possible in 
society. At the same time, students 
of the MATESOL - the masters 
on teaching English to speakers 
of other languages-are given the 
opportunity to practice their craft 
of teaching, hone their skills as 
teachers and appreciate what 
learning English actually does for 
their students.

The	Ship’s	First	Shape	was	a	Raft
Shana Agid, Gabrielle Bendiner-Viani
(with Parsons)
This project brings together students 
from The Fortune Society, the 
Washington Heights Expeditionary 
Learning School, and the New 
School (through a Parsons Service 
Design Collaborative Studio and 
ongoing student commitments) 
with Working with People, a project 
aimed at critically engaging the core 
ideas of partnership. Beginning with 
the premise that “community” is a 
complex and contested subject, we are 
developing design-based community-
making, -articulating, and -driven 
projects that ask, “What does it mean 
to make something for ourselves?”

Teaching	the	World	about	Learned	
Women:		The	Project	Continua	
Pedagogical	Initiative
Gina Luria Walker
Project Continua attempts to meet 
the compelling need for an online 
educational resource that would 

help K-12 teachers incorporate 
more historically significant women 
into their lessons. Drawing on a 
network of collaborating scholars, 
the Project Continua site will evolve 
as an on-line community-based 
learning program where users 
can collaborate and contribute 
to pedagogical research and 
development, and provide a vital 
resource for educators.

Urban	Ecology	Field	Experience
Timon McPhearson
This project paired New School 
students and faculty with scientists, 
managers, and volunteers from 
community partners so that 
students learned urban ecology 
field techniques, developed an 
understanding of urban botanical 
identification skills and interacted 
directly with managers and 
advocates for urban greening--
providing new data for advancing 
natural resource management in 
restored areas of NYC parkland.

“We	are	New	York”	English	
Conversation	Facilitator	Training
Caitlin Morgan 
We Are New York is an Emmy 
Award-winning television show 
created to help immigrant New 
Yorkers practice English while 
informing them of the city’s 
resources. In April 2012 English 
Language Studies Department 
hosted a terrifically well attended 
English conversation group 
facilitator training for the project 
sponsored through the Mayor’s 
Office of Immigrant Affairs.
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Shared Words, Shared Worlds, is a project in which MATESOL (Masters in 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages) and Certificate in Teaching 
English (CTE) students gain invaluable teaching practice by teaching English to 
groups of immigrants either in their contexts such as restaurants, community 
centers etc. or here at the New School. 

I feel passionately about the project because it is not simply about classes that 
help students to learn English or teachers to hone their craft, each class is a 
journey during which all involved learn from one another, become aware of 
each others’ lives, share life experiences and develop strong relationships. Both 
understanding and empathy develop within the learning communities that 
facilitate learning beyond the four walls of the classrooms. This intersects with 
my belief that education should first and foremost be an experience as well as be 
experiential.

Reflection : 
Lesley Painter-Farrell on teaching in people’s 
own contexts

Projects

Participants in the Shared Words, Shared Worlds project



Milano School of 
International Affairs, 
Management & Urban Policy

Corbin	Hill	Farm	Project	
Dennis Derryck
The Corbin Hill Farm Project aims 
to bring local produce to “food 
deserts” like the South Bronx and 
Harlem. Many students, faculty, 
alumni and staff have participated 
in this effective food justice project 
that addresses the South Bronx’s 
economic and nutritional needs. 
The program runs on a Community 
Supported Agriculture model, in 
which members of the Farm Share 
support communities and also 
receive the benefits of fresh seasonal 
produce.

Community	Schools	Partnership
Andrew White
(Center for New York City Affairs)
This a year-long Milano course in 
which graduate students work with 
three schools in northern Harlem 
and Washington Heights. They 
are collaborating with the schools 
in the development of strong, 
comprehensive partnerships with 
community-based organizations 
and productive relationships with 
parents. Our objectives are to build 
the capacity of public schools to 
better support children and their 
families, and to assist in the creation 
of models of effective community-
school partnerships in New York 
City’s low-income and working class 
neighborhoods.

DEED	(Development	through	
Empowerment,	Entrepreneurship,	
and	Design)
Fabiola Berdiel, Cynthia Lawson, 
Pascale Gatzen (with Parsons)
DEED is a cross-divisional multi-
disciplinary research laboratory at 
The New School, with the goals of 
promoting sustainable development 
through empowerment, 
entrepreneurship, and design via 
small-scale collaborations with 
communities in need and creating 
diverse immersive hands-on ‘real 
world’ learning opportunities 
for students and faculty across 
The New School. It positions 
students as teachers,  “experts” and  
agents of change, where teams of 
students and faculty from design, 
management, and international 
affairs work with groups of artisans 
and professional designers in 
emerging economies to support 
artisans in building sustainable 
craft- based income-generating 
opportunities.

Empowerhouse	Solar	Decathlon
Laura Briggs, Alison Mears, John 
Clinton, Charles Allison
(with Parsons)
Bringing together more than 100 
students representing a range of 
design disciplines—communication 
design and technology, architecture, 
sustainable design, interior design, 
fashion design, and product 
design—as well as urban policy, 
management, and engineering, the 
Empowerhouse team of Parsons, 
Milano, and Stevens Institute of 
Technology transformed the 2011 

Solar Decathlon competition into 
an unprecedented interdisciplinary 
effort to solve the issue of affordable 
and sustainable urban housing.

Feet	in	Two	Worlds
Andrew White, John Rudolph
(Center for New York City Affairs)
Feet in 2 Worlds brings the work 
of immigrant and ethnic media 
journalists from communities 
across the U.S. to public radio 
and the web. Since 2005, Fi2W 
has trained dozens of immigrant 
journalists to be radio producers, 
bloggers and users of social 
media. Currently Fi2W works 
with journalists from Colombia, 
Venezuela, Uruguay, the 
Philippines, Haiti, Ireland, Nepal, 
China, Vietnam, Poland, Bosnia, 
West Africa, India, Pakistan and 
Puerto Rico.

Insideschools
Clara Hemphill
(Center for New York City Affairs)
Insideschools.org  is a website 
designed to help parents navigate 
the complex public school system 
in NYC. We visit hundreds of 
schools each year and write 
qualitative reviews and  compile 
data on school performance and 
environment from multiple sources 
and present it on the site, which 
receives 200,000 unique visitors 
a month. Based on our research, 
we make recommendations to city 
government on how to improve the 
schools.
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I founded Progressive Pupil at Williams College in 2006 to increase knowledge 
about Black communities and promote civic participation that addresses racial 
inequality and advances social justice.  Our mission is to “make Black studies for 
everybody” by creating and sharing interactive media and documentary films. 
I became passionate about this project because I have been personally inspired 
by the transdisciplinary liberating tradition of Black studies.  I continue to be 
committed to Progressive Pupil because I have seen in the past eight years 
how our work enlightens and empowers the everyday people – artists, activists, 
teachers, students and allies – who are working for racial equality and are our 
society’s best hope for a world where everyone fully enjoys their human rights.

Reflection : 
Robin Hayes on Progressive Pupil and 
“Black studies for everybody”

Projects

Participants in Progressive Pupil’s  New Leaders for Social Change program Fall 2013
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Mapping	the	Logic	of	Human	
Trafficking:	Nodes	of	Conflict	and	
Complicity
L.H.M. (“Lily”) Ling
This work is part of a longer-term 
research initiative to collaborate 
with relevant local organizations to 
monitor and trace the trajectories of 
human trafficking in New York City. 
Four graduate, International Affairs 
students are engaged in intensive 
summer projects and fieldwork that 
will provide the groundwork for the 
longer term initiative. This involves 
close partnerships with local and 
international organizations, and 
work with domestic workers in New 
York City.

Partnerships	for	Change	:
Engaging	NYC	Families	and	Youth	
Experiencing	Poverty
Erica Kohl-Arenas
The aim of the project is to design, 
implement, and learn from 
community-based partnerships with 
organizations and communities 
addressing the increasing poverty, 
abandonment, and insecurity 
experienced by families and youth 
across New York City. The project 
involves curricular development, 
fostering lasting community 
partnerships with low-income 
communities and the nonprofit 
and public organizations that 
serve them, and the creation of a 
documentation fund available for 
student-community partnerships 
to package, produce and publicize 
their collaborative work.

Progressive	Pupil
Robin J. Hayes
Progressive Pupil “makes Black 
studies for everybody” by creating 
documentary films and interactive 
media.  Its current programs 
include the feature film Black and 
Cuba, the New Leaders for Social 
Change program and the 
digital humanities site 
www.progressivepupil.org.

Project	Eats	
Fabio Parasecoli, Stefani Bardin, 
Kevin McQueen, Tony Whitfield  
(with Parsons)
The objective of Project EATS is to 
develop human, physical and material 
resources, as well as innovative 
technological and financial tools, 
generated by and within working 
class communities, to build a more 
sustainable and regenerative system 
of food production, consumption and 
composting.

Real	World	Politics:	Learning	
Campaign	Management	on	the	Job
Jeff Smith
As part of a recent Campaign 
Management course centered on 
experiential learning, students 
interned on congressional primary 
campaigns in the NYC metro area. 
Students prepared policy papers, 
briefed candidates, canvassed 
voters, trained volunteers, planted 
yard signs, researched contribution 
and legislative records, staffed 
candidates at events, and helped 
designed campaign websites 
and direct mail.  This immersive 
experience prepared students 
to complete the primary course 
deliverable, a full-length campaign 
plan.
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School of Media Studies
School of Writing

Media	Studies
Hanoi	Media	Lab
Carol Wilder
The Hanoi University/New School 
Media Lab was established during 
the 2007-2008 academic year 
with the goal of internationalizing 
curricular content and pedagogies,  
integrating study abroad into 
undergraduate curricula, by 
including the educational 
use of social media, and 
collaborating across divisions with 
transdisciplinary objectives. Hanoi 
University enrolls approximately 
10,000 students in areas as diverse 
as International Studies, Languages 
and Literature, and Tourism Studies.

The	Millennium	Film	Workshop:	
Reviving	a	Long-Time	Partnership
Melissa Friedling
This four-part series exploring 
the question, “what is personal 
cinema?” brings artists together 
from a tradition of filmmaking that 
evolved in part as a result of the 
experimental cinema community 
that was nurtured and grew from 
the Millennium Film Workshop.  
The purpose is to offer feature 
work and discussion with artists 
about the kinds of material and 
conceptual explorations of the 
“personal” film and to explore how 
these methods and perspectives 
might engage with the larger world.  
Discussions include the “diary” 
film, appropriation practices, the 
personal as political/or the political 
as personal; and new material forms 
and/or techniques used in within 
the experimental framework.

Postcards	Post-Sandy
Kathleen Sweeney
Postcards Post-Sandy began as 
a collaborative pop-up course 
based in digital/social media 
storytelling and field volunteerism 
in the wake of Hurricane Sandy. 
An archive of multimedia stories 
uploaded by students, non-profits 
and individuals in the NYC metro 
area includes hundreds of posts: 
postcardspostsandy.tumblr.com. 
The project evolved to include three 
NSPE Media Studies graduate 
students who created a series of 
video minidocs; a #signsofsandy 
soundwalk using GoogleGlass 
presented this year at South by 
Southwest; and a downloadable 
infographic series documenting key 
data from the storm produced by a 
Parsons undergraduate.

Revitalizing	NYC	Neighborhoods
Lara Penin, Eduardo Staszowski, 
Nitin Sawhney, Melanie Crean, 
Vyjayanthi Rao, Nidhi Srivinas
(with Milano, Parsons and NSSR)
This project seeks to activate and 
revitalize selected neighborhood 
spaces in New York City, devising 
forms of participatory urban 
investigation, cooperative design 
for democratic participation and 
social justice, and innovative policy 
alternatives for building community 
resilience. The long-term goal is to 
develop new models for community-
based partnerships for sustained 
neighborhood engagements in NYC.

UNU	(United	Nations	Univ)	Global	
Conversations	Series
Dawnja Burris
A production team of four students 
was assembled to shoot and edit 
conversations between the UNU-
NY Director and members of UN 
working groups. The students’ 
roles included meeting with the 
Director to learn the details of the 
conversation topics; arranging 
themselves into production roles 
(cameras, sound, director, editor); 
then meeting with the Director and 
his staff to review the edited works. 
The arrangement was made with 
aim of having the UNU fiscally 
sponsor the endeavor and allow for 
a credit bearing seminar for the 
students.

Writing
GIRLS	+	WORDS	=	WORLDS
Hettie Jones
This project conducts eight-week 
writing workshops for mothers of 
girls enrolled in the Lower East Side 
Girls Club Center for Community. 
Most of the students (25-30 in all) 
live in the local housing projects 
and have never before had such 
an opportunity;  together we have 
produced one chapbook of their 
writing and are currently working 
on a second; when the Club’s 
recording studio is completed, 
a reading of this work will be 
recorded.

Projects
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Because I have always taught writing at community-based institutions as well as 
universities, I welcomed this opportunity to connect the two through my Civic 
Engagement Grant.  Coincidentally, The Lower East Side Girls Club Center 
for Community had just expanded into working with adults, and assigned me 
to a newly organized group of mothers of girls enrolled there, most from local 
housing projects—we became the Mothers Writing Group. Thus I was able 
to use some of the exercises and techniques I regularly use without having to 
age-amend them. Through the grant, I was able to employ as an intern one of 
my students from the Graduate Writing Program, who gained useful teaching 
experience and proved to be invaluable in keeping the class organized and the 
women informed. The workshop was deemed so successful by the Girls Club 
that efforts are currently underway to find funding for another session, for both 
myself and a New School intern. 

Reflection : 
Hettie Jones on Girls + Words = Worlds 
at the LES Girls Club Center for Community

Hettie Jones and the Mothers Writing Group at the LES Girls Club Center for Community 
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Projects

A page from “I Can Help You With That” by Hettie Jones’ Mothers Writing Group 
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A discussion in the Urban Policy Lab
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Courses

NSPE’s civic engagement courses are 
led by faculty across the division. 

Some of these courses have been 
supported by the Civic Engagement 
Fund and others through curricular 
development. 
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School of 
Undergraduate 
Studies

An	Archive	of	Fabulous:	
Nelson	Sullivan’s	New	York	City
Ricardo Montez
This course examines Nelson 
Sullivan and his world through 
his video archive documenting 
nightlife, fashion, art, and 
performance. We examine 
Sullivan’s work as part of the larger 
history of downtown New York City 
performance and art production. 
Students also work hands-on in 
the Fales Library at New York 
University to develop a digital 
mapping application that will allow 
people to view Sullivan’s videos by 
location on their mobile devices.

CRS	:	Refugees	and	Forced	
Migration
Jonathan Bach and Nada Ali

Education	and	Autobiography
Nancy Barnes
This class explores - through 
the lenses of autobiography 
and memoir, ethnography, and 
documentary film - how school is a 
powerful institution in reproducing 
deep social inequalities yet still 
permits great transformations in the 
lives of individuals. Guest educators 
discuss the public, private, and 
nontraditional teaching settings. 
Students are encouraged to engage 
with individuals whose backgrounds 
differ from their own as they 
analyze their own educational 
autobiographies.

ESL	Teaching	Practicum
Timothy Bredl & Caitlin Morgan
Students teach or team-teach an 
English class three hours daily for 
three weeks and participate in a 
seminar twice a week.

History,	Place,	and	Conscience:	
Investigating	Guantánamo	Bay
Julia Foulkes; Katheryn Detwiler
This course uses the naval base 
to investigate imperialism and 
colonialism, international law, labor, 
immigration, public health — and 
what we remember and forget of 
the past. In a unique collaboration 
with the organization International 
Coalition of Sites of Conscience, 
we look to support their ongoing 
Guantánamo Public Memory 
Project to research, reconstruct, 
interpret, and present the history 
of Guantánamo Bay to a larger 
audience.

Methods	and	Techniques	of	
Teaching	ESL/EFL
Theresa M Breland
This course helps students learn 
the basics of student-centered 
teaching and how to plan lessons 
that integrate contextualized 
grammar instruction with the 
teaching of vocabulary and language 
skills (speaking, listening, reading, 
writing), as well as classroom 
management.  Participants are 
required to observe at least three 
hours of ESL classes and teach an 
ESL/EFL class for a minimum of 20 
hours during the semester.

Philosophy	and	Moral	Imagination
Timothy Quigley
This course explores the ways in 
which responsive and thoughtful 
engagement with literary 
fiction and the visual arts can 
enhance philosophical and moral 
understanding of ourselves and 
others. Students will improve their 
skills in reading literary texts and 
viewing films and photographs 
critically, attending to details 
such as narrative structure, style, 
figurative language, allusions, and 
dominant themes; philosophical 
frameworks for ethical reflection 
and deliberation; and thinking and 
writing both sympathetically and 
critically.

Planning	Sustainable	Cities
Nevin Cohen
This course provides students the 
opportunity to conduct change-
centered research projects focused 
on aspects of urban sustainability. 
The course comprises three 
major emphases: 1) a review of 
“sustainable cities” in theory and 
practice; 2) a study of the nature of 
change and of successful techniques 
to achieve significant changes 
in policies, practice, and values/
behaviors; and 3) a collaborative 
course project to develop change 
strategies to advance New York 
City’s PlaNYC.
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Practicum	(TESOL	program)
Lesley Painter-Farrell
Teachers in training teach an ESL 
class either alone or with another 
teacher in training and take part 
in a seminar where they share 
their experiences and observations, 
reflecting on what worked and 
what didn’t work. They also design 
and implement action research 
and receive feedback from an 
experienced teacher trainer, based 
either on a videotape of themselves 
teaching or on observation in 
person.

Public/Art
Gabrielle Bendiner-Viani
Public / Art. What do the two have 
to do with each other? Where do 
they intersect? What thoughts do 
they provoke? This class explores 
what art in the public realm implies 
for our understanding of the 
“public” itself. The class is grounded 
in practice - through partnering 
with the New York Council for 
the Humanities, we consider 
how public art might prompt 
conversations on the nature of the 
“public” and students also propose 
their own public art interventions to 
support public dialogue.

Queer	Art	and	the	Legacy	of	AIDS
Ricardo Montez
This course examines the history 
of HIV/AIDS HIV through 
the various ways that artists 
use visual representation and 
bodily performance to make 
necessary interventions in public 
conversations around AIDS. 
Working closely with Visual 
AIDS, an organization dedicated 
to preserving the legacy of art and 
AIDS activism, students will directly 
engage artists’ archives and develop 
a series of projects that further the 
mission of the organization.

Social	Entrepreneurship
Diana Ayton-Shenker; Dennis Derryck
This course introduces students 
to key concepts associated with 
social innovation and social 
entrepreneurship and the steps 
in the entrepreneurial process: 
identifying an opportunity or 
social need, formulating a strategy 
to address the social problem, 
mobilizing resources and partners, 
managing growth, tracking results, 
and maximizing impact. Cases and 
guest speakers enable an advanced 
understanding of entrepreneurial 
social action in diverse contexts and 
the construction of new projects, 
organizations, and movements.

Social	Justice	in	the	Food	System
Kristin Reynolds
This course explores social justice 
in today’s globalized food system 
and examines the strategies and 
discourses used by community-
based activists, government 
agencies, non-profit organizations, 
and scholars in order to realize 
a more just food system for all. 
Throughout the semester students 
also explore our own positions 
in the food system and will be 
encouraged to integrate aspects of 
their own scholarly and/or activist 
projects into one or more course 
assignments.

Transforming	Community	Through	
the	Arts
Louise Montello & Kyle Nelson
In this experimental course students 
answer the question, “how can 
the arts transform community 
problems?” Through community 
partnerships students learn the 
theory and practice of engaging 
communities through the arts, 
read cutting-edge literature, and 
experience the work of ground-
breaking innovators in this 
burgeoning field. Students come 
away with a portfolio of their unique 
arts-based solutions in the form 
of essays, performances, designs, 
exhibitions, and other forms of 
artistic expression.

Courses
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As an NSPE student, I had the opportunity to participate in Time is Not a Line, 
a public conversation on the AIDS crisis. As a Malay-Muslim from Malaysia, 
completely detached from the crisis, being in that conversation did not only 
took me out of my usual surroundings, but it also made me more aware of the 
struggles of other groups, to listen and learn from experiences of others, which 
not only helped me to reflect on my own experiences in activism, but also to 
feel the solidarity among marginalized people and realize the common goal that 
we all share. I also had the opportunity to participate in An Evening on the Silk 
Road, an educational and pedagogical experiment to re-imagine international 
relations today (pictured above). The project gave me a space to voice out my 
dissatisfaction on how international relations have been perceived, and gave 
a chance for me to look for alternative ways of thinking about international 
relations, through world views and histories that have a stronger connection with 
my own. 

Reflection : 
Badrul Hisham Ismail on familiarity and difference

A still from the film, An Evening on the Silk Road, filmed by Badrul Ismail
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Urban	Agriculture	&	Food	Activism
Kristin A Reynolds; Shieh,Fa-Tai
This course explores urban 
agriculture’s role in the urban 
environment, both internationally 
and in the United States and 
examines various forms, functions, 
organizational models, and 
motivations for engaging in city 
farming and gardening. Through 
guest lectures and field trips, as well 
as participation in the community 
project, we explore our own 
positionality as university-based 
stakeholders in the local urban food 
system throughout the semester.

Urban	Ecosystems																																																							
Timon McPhearson & Margaret Ollove
This course provides an 
interdisciplinary approach to 
understanding our environment by 
integrating biophysical and socio-
economic forces (e.g., biology, 
economics, public policy) to 
understand, predict, and manage 
the emergent phenomena we call 
cities, and aims to make explicit 
the connection between human 
livelihoods in cities, quality of 
life and the dependence on the 
ecological processes and cycles that 
support city living.

Urban	Food	Systems
Nevin Cohen
This course examines sustainable 
urban food systems, from farm to 
fork, where students explore the 
concept of community food security, 
disparities in access to food, and 
the social, political, economic, 
and environmental dimensions of 
food production, distribution, and 
marketing. Through field trips to 
urban farms, farmers markets, and 
food production facilities, together 
with guest lectures, students 
meet food producers, processors 
and distributors, as well as policy 
makers, and activists.

Urban	Homelessness	II
Jurgen von Mahs
This is the second of a two-
course sequence that studies the 
multifaceted problem of urban 
homelessness through working 
with homeless service and advocacy 
organizations in New York City. 
Field experiences are complemented 
by discussion of the nature, extent, 
and causes of, as well as societal and 
policy responses to, homelessness 
in classroom sessions. Students 
are required to volunteer with 
one of three New York City-based 
homeless service and advocacy 
organizations.

Women	and	the	Making	of	
Modernity	
Gina Luria Walker 
This course examines the 
ambitions, struggles, and 
achievements of a group of Western 
women intellectuals that produced 
new knowledge that contributed 
to modern understanding. We 
assess women’s proposals for 
female education in light of their 
own experiences as autodidacts 
and amid pervasive social anxiety 
about learned women. We ask what 
opportunities did women create for 
themselves? Have these endured?

***

Public	Engagement	Fellowship
David Scobey, Annette Diefenthaler
The Public Engagement Fellowship 
is a peer-leadership program 
designed for and with adult, non-
traditional students in the School 
of Undergraduate Studies. Public 
Engagement Fellows meet together 
in seminar to study current issues 
in U.S. higher education, focusing 
especially on the experience of adult, 
non-traditional students.  They take 
on a range of leadership roles and 
projects—community projects, 
alumni networking, student 
community-building, and student 
advocacy—aimed at improving the 
experience of adult college students 
through peer-to-peer educational 
practices.

Courses
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Evaluating	Development	Impact
Alberto Minujin Zmud
This course focuses on assessment 
of public policies and international 
assistance affecting slums, 
education, micro-credit, institutions, 
and the environment in developing 
countries, particularly in the 
Matanza-Riachuelo River Basin. 
Students are introduced to policy 
and analytic issues in Buenos Aires, 
and to comparative analytic data and 
country experiences. Students are 
involved in a semester long research 
and the final paper focuses on the 
development of students’ internship 
projects for the Summer IFP in 
Buenos Aires.

South	Africa:	
History,	Politics,	Culture
Sean Jacobs
This course primarily serves 
primarily to prepare students 
for the summer International 
Field Program in South Africa. It 
comprises of a survey of political, 
economic and social life in South 
Africa. Some of the topics covered 
include colonialism, nationalism, 
the state, the political legacy of 
liberation, civil society, the impact 
of globalization, social movements, 
youth, cultural politics and the role 
of mass media.

Urban	Development	Policy	in	Africa
Robert Buckley; Achillefs Kallergis
This course focuses on the 
assessment of the development 
impact of public policies and 
international assistance affecting 
urban development processes 

in developing countries and 
particularly Africa. It is intended 
to prepare students for the 
International Field Programs in 
which they will be working on 
programs and projects intended to 
improve living conditions in slums, 
health programs, the provision 
of micro-credit, and/or statistical 
analyses of development processes 
in Uganda.

International	Field	Seminar
Fabiola D. Berdiel-Mintz, Sean Henry 
Jacobs, Everita Silina, Christopher 
London, Robert Buckley
This course is the introductory 
course for the summer International 
Field Program (IFP). The IFP 
provides practical field experiences 
through work/research with 
NGOs, international organizations, 
government and local agencies, as 
well as builds a unique link between 
classroom curriculum and ongoing 
research in the world of practice. 
Students are placed in-country and 
engage in an internship or conduct 
applied research, where they explore 
specific questions and problems 
from a theoretical standpoint.

Community	Schools	Partnership	Lab
Andrew White
The course requires a year-
long commitment and includes 
fieldwork in a public school as well 
as weekly classroom instruction 
at Milano. Students support 
elementary schools as they develop 
partnerships with community-
based organizations and other 
institutions. In collaboration with 

faculty and local leaders, students 
will gain practical skills and real-
life experience in school and 
community asset mapping, parent 
engagement, school leadership, 
community politics and team 
building.

Laboratory	in	Issue	Analysis
Alex Schwartz; Charles Allison; 
Rachel Meltzer; Jeffrey Smith
This core course is an applied 
policy-analysis experience in which 
students work together in teams 
of four or five to resolve a policy 
issue for a public or nonprofit 
decision-maker. Over the course 
of the semester, students work on 
two different issues for different 
client where they must labor under 
realistic constraints of limited data, 
time, and resources to provide 
rigorous analysis to clients with 
decision-making responsibility.

Making	a	Difference
Robin Hayes & Martin Greller
This course is designed to acquaint 
students with the contexts and 
complexities faced by professionals 
who engage in change activities. 
Through real world issue analysis, 
interdisciplinary theoretical 
learning, and individual and group 
problem application, students hone 
their competencies in creating 
value that serves public, private, and 
nonprofit interests at the societal, 
organizational, and individual levels 
of analysis.

Milano School of 
International Affairs, 
Management & Urban Policy
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In my teaching I use a variety of methodologies (such as action research, story 
circles, interactive problem-posing activities, and community partnerships with 
nonprofit organizations) to prompt critical analysis, personal development and 
thoughtful action in the world. Community partnerships, paired with theoretical 
and empirical texts, are central. For example, I recently developed a partnership 
with the Midtown Community Court, which invited us to engage staff and 
defendants of the court in a participatory evaluation of their ‘procedural justice’ 
work. To prepare students for this work we read Michelle Alexander’s book 
The New Jim Crow and other texts on liberatory prison pedagogy. In the course 
of the class, I learned that one of my students had an older brother who was 
incarcerated, and whom he missed every day. At the end of class, this student 
told me this class was hard but that he learned a great deal about broader 
systems of inequality and about himself, and built deep relationships with 
classmates who learned from him. His final reflection on the course exemplifies 
my teaching philosophy: listen well enough to ask questions that will create a 
spark within and beyond the classroom, put people in a position to answer them 
for themselves, hopefully igniting curiosity for the long haul.

Reflection : 
Erica Kohl-Arenas on participatory 
community engagement

Courses

Students present their final work at the Midtown Community Court
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Participatory	Community	
Engagement
Erica Kohl-Arenas
This course aims to give students 
an understanding of the theory 
behind participatory community 
development, popular education and 
critical pedagogy and helps students 
to engage with academic critiques 
of participatory models in order 
to learn how to critically evaluate 
participatory processes. Students 
practice building relationships 
with local organizations and 
communities in analyzing and 
identifying root causes of inequality, 
and marginalization in the context 
of movement building.

Social	Entrepreneurship	Practicum
Michele F. Kahane
Students work with social 
enterprises to address 
organizational challenges or with 
organizations that are supporting 
social entrepreneurs.

Social	Innovation	Bootcamp
Michele F. Kahane
The Social Innovation Bootcamp 
gives students who are expecting 
to apply to New Challenge an 
opportunity to develop their ideas 
into actionable plans. Workshops 
focus on critical skills needed to 
develop entrepreneurial ideas for 
social good.

Social	Justice	Cinema
Robin Hayes
This course explores how the norms 
for community representation 
and activism often supported 

by documentary films differ 
from the realities confronted 
by community members and 
activists participating in NGOs 
around the world. Discussions, 
screenings, readings, written 
assignments and filmmaking 
enhance students’ knowledge about 
different perspectives on labor 
organizing, racism, globalization, 
environmental justice, education, 
feminism and LGBTQ rights 
in non-profit and public policy 
advocacy work.

Sustainable	Urban	Communities
John Thomas Stinar
The course is the vehicle through 
which Milano Environmental Policy 
and Sustainability Management 
(and Parsons and Environmental 
Studies) students have participated 
in diverse, real-world projects that 
combine policy, management, 
and design in collaboration with 
communities to create tangible 
results. Team fieldwork will include 
face-to-face and virtual meetings 
with the instructor, clients, and 
other partners. It also satisfies the 
Making a Difference Requirement 
for the MS, Environmental Policy 
and Sustainability Management.

The	Community	Development	
Finance	Lab
Kevin McQueen
This lab examines community 
capital markets through real-world 
projects. The course consists of 
three components: (1) the pro-
bono consulting clinic that allows 
students to work in partnership with 

community based organizations 
to conduct feasibility studies and 
business plans for their economic 
development projects, (2) seminars 
with community development 
finance experts where students 
learn about particular issues and 
techniques, and (3) workshops to 
build technical skills.

Why	Leadership	Matters
Robin Hayes, Lori Gale
This course examines leadership 
theory and practice in the context 
of organizations in the nonprofit, 
government, and for-profit sectors. 
Students are encouraged to consider 
their own styles of leadership, with 
an eye to becoming more conscious 
of their personal, default patterns 
and developing their abilities to 
match appropriate leadership 
behaviors to specific situations and 
organizational priorities. 

Breaking	Barriers:	Social	Ventures	
and	Food	Access 
Dennis Derryck
Based on insights from the 
outcomes of Corbin Hill Road Farm 
and other initiatives addressing the 
needs of low-income communities, 
this course challenges students 
to formulate social ventures that 
address one of the following aspects 
affecting access to affordable 
fresh produce in low-income 
communities: transportation costs, 
community organizing, scalability, 
creation of a cold chain, and access 
to financing.
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School of Media Studies 

Archives,	Libraries	+	Databases
Shannon Mattern
This seminar is part 1 in a 2-part 
course that looks at the past, present, 
and future of the library, the archive, 
and the database, and considers what 
logics, priorities, politics, audiences, 
contents, aesthetics, physical forms, 
etc., ally and differentiate these 
forms of data storage and filtering, 
and examines what roles the library, 
archive, and the database play in 
democracy, in education, in everyday 
life, and in art.

Art	as	Social	Practice
Chris Mann
This seminar and discussion 
series seeks to explore the social 
dimensions of performative art 
practice through the work of 
contemporary composers who are 
less interested in aesthetics than in 
designing tools and systems that 
both articulate and facilitate social 
change. Apart from engaging in 
informed discussions, students will 
be expected to compose their own 
projects (in any medium of their 
choice).

Co-Lab:	Digital	Archives	&	Memory
Shannon Mattern
This course builds on the critical 
historical, theoretical, and technical 
foundation established in the 
“Archives, Libraries & Databases” 
course and will put theory into 
practice by working with The New 
School’s Libraries and Archives 
to develop the institution’s digital 
archives. Projects could involve: 
creating interactive narratives 
that highlight materials in TNS’s 
archives; contributing to the 
Archive’s digitization efforts; 
collaborating with faculty on 
histories of departments; and 
contributing to the development of 
user-friendly interfaces to archival 
material.

Documentary	as	Social	Practice
Kathryn Brew
This class focuses on issues that 
documentary raises concerning 
ontology and epistemology, issues 
that documentary raises about the 
aesthetics, politics, and ethics of 
representation, and opportunities 
that documentary media present 
for innovating new forms of social 
practice. 

Microcinemas	&	Alternative	Media
Lynne Sachs, Kyle Maranique Beechey

Participatory	Research	and	Social	
Inquiry
Nitin Sawhney; Cleve Graver;  
Emily Breitkopf
This course explores participatory 
and qualitative approaches to 
designing and conducting social 
inquiry and behavioral research, 
with an emphasis on applying 
media technologies. Students 
examine case studies, theory 
and practice, as well as ethical 
considerations for conducting 
ethnographic fieldwork and 
qualitative research both online 
and in place-based communities 
and will be expected to conduct 
brief exercises and devise suitable 
methods to propose a potential 
research study of interest.

Photography	and	Social	Change
Michelle Bogre
This course examines the histories 
of the photographic image and 
investigates the impact of the 
photography in fine art, mass media 
and new media contexts. Through 
discussion of examples from 
different periods and student’s own 
work, it opens a debate concerning 
how visual imagery can or cannot 
act as a harbinger or catalyst for 
social change.

Production	Workshop	Topics:	
Community,	Collaboration,	Change
Marcus Eugene Turner

Courses
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At The New School, I have been trying to devise socially engaged practices that 
offer opportunities to critically examine and critique our relationship to social 
justice and community-based contexts in New York City and global contexts 
abroad, including in neighborhoods of Harlem, Brooklyn, Moscow, Jerusalem 
and Guatemala. Through these projects I am seeking to explore forms of 
cooperative inquiry, co-design and creative engagement in very diverse and 
contested contexts. Each begins with a unique invitation, deep investigation, 
participatory expression and co-learning, and critical reflection over an extended 
duration of engagement. We have used these experiences to continually question 
our own positions, power dynamics and what if any unique assets that we may 
bring to bear to the inquiry, how it may serve to support co-learning opportunities 
between our students and community partners, foster forms of participatory 
action research and solidarity, while reexamining the models and approaches that 
deepen university-community engagement in a sustained manner.

Reflection : 
Nitin Sawhney on participatory research 
and social inquiry

At a workshop on DIY Urbanism in Moscow at the Strelka Institute
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Media	Studies,	continued

Projects	in	Advocacy	Media
Lydia M. Foerster; Shiralie Chaturvedi
Students interested in the potent 
intersection of media, action 
and society will explore various 
theoretical approaches to social 
change. They are required to contact 
with non-profits, special-interest 
groups, their families, friends or 
communities to collaborate on final 
projects that explore the advocacy 
potential of the production process 
as well as the product, including 
media training, witness and 
performance media and alternative 
authorship approaches to traditional 
documentary and narrative.

Research	for	Media	Activism
Margaret L. Bates; Tamika Durham; 
Giselle Mazur
This course provides an overview of 
research methods for media activism. 
Students analyze media activists’ 
use of websites and blogs to share 
information or organize people into 
action, or to give a public face to 
activist groups and  will learn how to 
conduct research to help organizations 
use media effectively to meet their 
objectives of political or social change.

Urban	Media	Archeology
Shannon C. Mattern; Rory Solomon
Students collaborate with Parsons 
programmers to develop an open-
source mapping platform to support 
urban research projects and with 
local libraries and archives to make 
use of their resources and bring 
them into contact with one another.

Writing

12th	St.	Editing	Seminar
Rene Steinke, Dhonielle Clayton, Eve 
Turow, Laura R Cronk, Morgan Pile
These workshops and meetings 
formalize the educational aspect 
of 12th Street, the literary journal 
of the Riggio Honors Program: 
Writing and Democracy, which 
allows students to develop practical 
skills applicable to careers in editing 
and publishing. Professional journal 
editors also visit the class to relate 
their experiences, answer questions, 
and provide further perspective on 
the editorial process. 

Riggio	Thesis	Colloquium
Laura R Cronk; Emily Ann Cementina
This thesis colloquium is an online 
course that manages the practical 
aspects of completing the thesis, 
builds community among student 
writers and supports the transition 
from student to writer in the world.

Courses

School of Media Studies
School of Writing
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My great grandmother was an educator, and by the age of seven I was her teaching 
assistant, sitting at her oak kitchen table, trying to explain to her girlfriend’s 
granddaughter how, despite the looks of it, the G in the word rouGh is actually silent. 
This was perhaps my first experience with civic engagement and specifically, learner-
centered pedagogy. I was both learner and teacher. Later, The New School showed 
me how we are each of these every other second. I practiced this malleability in my 
editorship at 12th Street journal, exploring the civic duty of the artist and deciding 
that finding solutions was our main goal, and that a great idea from whomever is a 
valuable gem to all. Through the Public Engagement Fellowship I further developed 
an appreciation for a lateral learning environment by helping facilitate the MA design 
course, Urban Tactics, where, somehow, my ideas and experiences as a civically 
engaged undergraduate proved significant as a teacher, a student, and a prototype for 
non-traditional (new majority) students like myself. And in England, for my Masters, 
I plan to further study writing and pedagogy with community partners and continue 
to investigate these roles so distinctly, and thankfully, set up for me.

Reflection : 
Ricky Tucker on becoming a learner and a teacher

A recent cover of the journal 12th Street, for which Ricky Tucker is editor-in-chief
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A final project by students in the Participatory Community Engagement course
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Students from the Tishman Environment & Design Center
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Looking Ahead
Mary R. Watson, Executive Dean-elect

I am pleased to write an afterword for this impressive collection of civic engagement 
and social innovation activities at The New School for Public Engagement over the 
past four years. Reading through these pages has provided me an opportunity to 
reflect and look forward to our shared pathway ahead.

Civic engagement and social innovation are not new to our division, its four schools 
of Media, Milano, Undergraduate Studies, and Writing, or The New School itself; the 
ethos of these activities has always underpinned our collective action. Indeed the very 
founding of The New School rested in part upon the assumption that the interaction 
among creative scholars and the citizenry would provide a unique foundation for 
learning about contemporary problems. This collective energy is as needed in 2014 
as it was in 1919, and I am thrilled to see the active way it is being advanced at The 
New School for Public Engagement. 

I want to recognize every student, faculty, staff member, and community partner 
involved in our civic engagement and social innovation activities across the division, 
the city, and the world – this report honors all of you. I also thank our funders and 
supporters, especially of The Social Innovation Initiative, The New Challenge, and 
The Collaboratory with which I have been personally involved as a co-founder. I 
thank Executive Dean David Scobey and the co-chairs of the Civic Engagement 
and Social Innovation committee, Gabrielle Bendiner-Viani, Joseph Heathcott, and 
Michele Kahane, for their dedication to advancing this work over the past four years. 

Finally, I wish to recognize faculty member Erica Kohl-Arenas, featured in 
this report, who received The New School’s inaugural award for Outstanding 
Achievements in Diversity and Social Justice Teaching earlier this month. Civic 
engagement and social innovation must be undertaken with an eye toward justice, 
and teaching this capacity is integral to our university’s mission.

The world we live in is a complex and fascinating place, and the changes we are 
collectively imagining really matter to the pressing challenges ahead.  As I assume 
the Executive Dean’s role this summer, I look forward to continuing to deepen this 
lifelong promise of The New School.
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Leadership

Executive	Deans

David	Scobey,	Executive	Dean		

Mary	R.	Watson,	Executive	Dean-elect

School	Deans

Laura Auricchio, 
Dean of the School of 
Undergraduate Studies

Anne Balsamo
Dean of the School of Media Studies

Michelle Depass
Dean of the Milano School of 
International Affairs, Management 
and Urban Policy

Luis Jaramillo
Director of the School of Writing

Civic	Engagement	&	Social	
Innovation	Committee	co-chairs

Gabrielle Bendiner-Viani
Joseph Heathcott
Michele Kahane

Board	of	Governors

Randall S. Yanker, Chair
Anthony J. Mannarino, Vice Chair
George C. Biddle
Hans Brenninkmeyer
James Keith Brown
Gwenn L. Carr
Marian Lapsley Cross
Christopher J. Castano
John A. Catsimatidis
Susan U. Halpern, Esq.
Jeffrey J. Hodgman
Joan L. Jacobson
Alan Jenkins
Eugene J. Keilin
Gail S. Landis
Robert A. Levinson
Bevis Longstreth
Victor Navasky
Lawrence H. Parks, Jr.
Julien J. Studley
Kevin Sullivan, Msgr.
Paul A. Travis
Judith Zarin
	
Honorary members
David N. Dinkins 
Lewis H. Lapham
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